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Mummy returns full movie

FilmDeutscher TitelDie Mumie kehrt zurückOriginaltitelThe Mummy ReturnsProduktionslandUSAOriginalspracheEnglisch,AltägyptischErscheinungsjahr2001Länge129 MinutenAltersfreigabeFSK 12JMK 14[1]StabRegieStephen SommersDrehbuchStephen SommersProduktionSean DanielJames
JacksMusikAlan SilvestriKameraAdrian BiddleSchnittRay Bushey IIIBob DucsayKelly MatsumotoBesetzung Brendan Fraser: Richard Rick O'Connell Rachel Weisz: Evelyn O'Connell / Nefertiri John Hannah: Jonathan Carnahan Arnold Vosloo: Imhotep Alun Armstrong: Kurator Baltus Hafez Freddie Boath:
Alexander Alex O'Connell Oded Fehr: Ardeth Bay Patricia Velásquez: Meela Nais / Anck-Su-Namun Dwayne Johnson: Mathayus, der Skorpionkönig Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje: Lock-no Shaun Parkes: Izzy Buttoms Bruce Byron: Red Joe Dixon: Jacques Tom Fisher: Spivey Aharon Ipalé: Sethos I. Quill
Roberts: Shafek Chronologie ← VorgängerDie Mumie Nachfolger →Die Mumie: Das Grabmal des Drachenkaisers Die Mumie kehrt zurück ist ein US-amerikanischer Abenteuerfilm aus dem Jahr 2001, Regie führte Stephen Sommers. It's a sequel to the 1999 film The Mummy. Based on the frame of the
film, a 26-part animated series The Mummy was created – The Mystery of the Mummy. Plot 3067 BC, King Scorpio, obsessive warrior, moves to conquer the world. After a seven-year battle, he is defeated and driven with his army into the sacred desert of Ahma Sher. All his men die one by one on the
way there. Finally, as the last survivor, he offers Anubis a pact: God must give him life and victory over his enemies and get his soul in return. Anubis accepts the pact, sending him a scorpion, which the king immediately consumes. A magnificent oasis is then created around the king, who is now his
refuge and his home. To help him defeat his enemies, Anubis also gives him the support of his army. As expected, King Scorpio defeats all his enemies, and Anubis captures his soul and forces the king to serve him for all eternity. Anubis's army is sent back to the desert, where it silently waits. 1933. Rick
and Evelyn O'Connell, protagonists from Mummy, have since married and have a child with now eight-year-old Alexander. During excavations at the temple in the Tedus district, Rick searches for her wet son, while Evelyn has mysterious visions telling her about her previous life. The couple finally finds an
anubis bracelet in the temple's catacombs, indicating a path to the resting place of the scorpion king. Around the same time, the mysterious Mela Nays, Ank-Su-Namuns and a horde of mercenaries, led by the cold-blooded Lok-ni, unearthed the sunken Hamunaptra and restored the mummy imhotep. After
learning of O'Connell's discovery and their departure to England, Mela follows the family. Meanwhile, O'Connells returned to London, where Evelyn Rick tells the story of King Scorpion and his resting place: The King of Scorpio must awaken every 5,000 years[2] and bring death and destruction to earth.
But whoever wins it gains command over his almost invincible army. The pyramid in the heart of the oasis where King Scorpio is located is said to be made of pure gold. Ramses IV, Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar and Napoleon sent expeditions behind her, none of which ever returned. At the same
time, Alex opens an ancient Egyptian box with a bracelet and puts it on. The bracelet closes automatically and Alex has visions of the Pyramids of Giza as well as the Temple of Carnac. When he tries to remove the bracelet, he does not get anything. So he places the worthless sculpture in the box from
which he picked up the bracelet and closes it again. Mela and Locke-no then enter the property to steal the bracelet. There's a fight O'Connelly wins, but mercenaries kidnap Evelyn. Rick and his brother-in-law Jonathan arrive late, but meet Ardet Bay again, who will be on their side from now on. Alex then
presents the master with the bracelet he still wears, as well as leading adventurers along the trail of Hafees, curator of the British Museum. However, Rick's offspring must learn that impersonating maturity has caused another apocalypse. In the museum's basements, Rick and Ardet testify that Hafez
Imhotep was resurrected in a ritual in the presence of Lock-no, while Jonathan and Alex guard the car to escape in front of the museum. The plan of the evil becomes apparent: they want to kill King Scorpio through an immortal priest and allow him to take over the army of Anubis. At the same time, Evelyn
should be sacrificed to him. The year can free Evelyn and along with Ardeet Bay defeat undiluted favourites Imhotep during a chase on a double-decker bus through the night capital. But after that Alex was kidnapped by Locke's troops, who have now learned that the boy was wearing the necessary wrist
bracelet. For the Rick-led rescue force, the race starts in time as they must first bring Alex back and, second, be in front of the villains around Imhotep in the Ahma Sher oasis to derail the priest's plan. While Imhotep regains its flesh shape in a rite manner, Resurrected in the body of Mela Nays and
approaching his goal with the help of Alex, Rick wants to catch up with his old pal Izzi. He possesses a quick bottom, but is horrified by Rick's gaze, as he reminds him of the painful old days. Only the golden scepter that Jonathan carries with him as a souvenir makes Izzi rethink, and the group sets out
into the air and up the river towards the mysterious oasis. Ardt Bay bids farewell to form a powerful army of twelve Medjay tribes. While swimming in the bottoms, Evelyn has a vision again, this time more specifically: Evie is the reincarnation of Princess Nefertiri, the daughter of Pharaoh Sethosa I, and at
the same time the protector of the bracelet. Anh-Su-Namun is a thorn in her side as she suspects her aspiring stepmom's affair with Imhotep. Soon after, as she watches the events known (from The Mummy's previous film) about her father's murder, it is she who sends Medjay to help. Rick learns that the
tattoo on his right forearm, which he received in an Egyptian orphanage, marks him out as a warrior of God. Despite the huge wave that Imhotep connects with Neil, who almost brings the foundry down, O'Connell's group arrives in an oasis at the same time as the priest. It reveals the secret of the lost
armies of various army history commanders: an oasis populated by murderous pygmies that immediately volume Lok-no mercenaries. At the same time, Rick, Evie and Jonathan begin a counterattack and a free Alex – also with the help of returned Ardt Bay, who knocks out Locke-No. The pygmies
shuddered, and Rick manages at the last moment to take Alex to the pyramid with his bracelet – which would have killed him if he had failed. Then there are opponents and Ank-Su-Namun strikes Evelyn as Imhotep enters the pyramid. When he crosses the seal, his magical powers are taken away from
him, and he must face the King of Scorpio as mortals. Hafeez has since re-energized the Anubis army, which then engages in a fierce battle with Majai, led by Ardet. Alex and Jonathan resurr the book Evelyn, which Ank-Su-Namun keeps at bay with a knife fight. Rick worries Imhotep in his ritual and
engages in a battle with priest, during which Matejus awakens: King Scorpio mutated into a monster of the same name and attacks fighters. During the battle, Rick uses wall relief to determine that Jonathan's golden rod is osiris's scepter, which, turned into a spear, could kill King Scorpion. Inches So far,
Rick Imhotep can snatch a spear and kill the Scorpion king, who then dissolves in black sand - as well as the Anubis army. This, however, sets in motion the self-destruction of the pyramid and thus the entire oasis. Rick is saved by Evelyn from falling into hell of a soul, while Imhotep sadly realizes that
Ank-Su-Namun is not ready for such an act. He nods sadly smiling to Evelyn and Rick and finally plunges into hell with a broken heart. Ank-Su-Namun dies when he enters a pool full of poisonous scorpions. Oasis quickly sinks into the desert sand, and at the last moment Rick, Evelyn, Jonathan and Alex
are rescued by Ezzy in his lydole. Jonathan even manages to pull a huge diamond from the top of the pyramid, bringing the adventure to an end and for him. The role of Sync Actor The Voice actor[3] Rick O'Connell Brendan Fraser Torsten Munchov Izzi Butthoms Sean Parks Oliver Rohrbeck Jonathan
Carnahan John Hannah Stefan Stowinger Evelyn O'Connell Rachel Weisz Bettina White Alexander Alex O'Connell Freddie Boath Wilhelm-Raphael Hart Nefertyrie Rachel Weisz Bettina Weiss Ardet Bay Odred Fer Frank Glaubrecht Lock-no Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje Detlef Bierstedt Spivey Tom Fisher
Stefan Fredrich Jacques Joe Dixon Engelbert von Nordhausen Red Bruce Byron Roland Gemmo curated Baltus Hafez Alun Armstrong Gerhard Paul Mela Nais Patricia Velesquez Claudia Urbshat-Ming Ank-Su-Namun Patricia Velesquez 1 Imhotep Arnold Waxlu 2 1 Original Voice. 2 original voice.
Synchronised in just one scene of criticism of Tilo Schmitz It's Amazing that with all the time and all the money, invested in the film's effects, the result is as cheesy as the old Hercules film from Italy. – Stephen Rosen, Denver Post[4] Bigger, faster, louder, bigger. – Scott Weinberg, eFilmCritic.com [5] The
sequel to the successful film The Mummy (1999), The Mummy , modern computer-animated effects. A fast-paced cinematic trip on a ghost train that is only interested in a rather attractively presented external speed. – The lexicon of the international film[6] the film was shot in Morocco, Jordan, great
Britain and there shepperton Studios. In front of the British Museum was University College London, an open mine near London for the Archaeological Site of Hamunaptra. For the first time, Tower Bridge was closed to traffic for a bus chase - but only for a few minutes due to traffic jams received.
O'Connells' country house was the same estate that was also on display in Omeni. Scorpio King actor Dwayne Johnson was a WWE wrestler until 2006. Like Rocky Or. He held the WWE Championship seven times before resigning from the fight. Mummy's return was the beginning of his acting career for
him. Since 2011, Johnson has competed in WWE wrestling events and has since held the WWE Championship again. In order to fulfill his role as an Imhotep priest, actor Arnold Wosloo had to shave twice a day. Brendan Fraser broke his rib during filming, sprained his spine and injured both knees.
Dwayne Johnson suffered from sunburn and gastric disorders. Alex knocks down the columns of the temple just as dominoes as Evelyn makes bookshelves in the first part. Similarly, there is a running gag about the indiscriminate character from the Book of the Dead translated by the Egyptian saying. The
handprints on the bathroom walls on the train feature the Sommers director. He also has a guest appearance in the film: he's the one sitting in the bathroom with Izzi. When Imhoteps resurrected the mummies chasing O'Connell's group through London, there were initially four but only three in the bus
attacks. According to the Sommers director, the fourth Alex had to attack as soon as the bus stopped. The scene was removed from the script behind the director's mouth and for the sake of review. The same thing happened to the fight at O'Connells' house, which was to take place at a casino under
Jonathan. The O'Connells had to live in a big apartment. In a treasure trove filled with gold, you can see an Oscar statue in the background. Rachel Weisz Nefertiri's vision character was originally called Nefertiti. However, for fear of misplaced laughter and wordygor through the title, it was eventually
changed. Nefertiti is an English speaking language for Neferretete. The name of the airship pilot Rick was obtained from the director of the dog, also called Izzi. The sun, or the light it casts, falls the wrong way in Amm Sher. It rises in the east of the boiler oasis, where the rays begin. This allows the race of
O'Connel and his son. The title of the film cannot be seen in the opening titres. Only at the end of the credits can you read it. The title song for The Forever May Not Be Long Enough from Live also airs in the captions. The original version of the FSK-16 differs by 0.16 seconds from the FSK-12 version in
the fight between the two women. [7] The film re-recorded $433,013,274 worth $98,000,000, surpassing its predecessor. [8] The weapons that Evelyn and Ank-Su-Namun use during their battles are so-called saifors (or known only as Sai). Hotel Eden it was not common in ancient Egypt, nor were duels
between Pharaoh's fiancée and princess. Saiforki hails from Okinawa and was a melee weapon. The director said that he liked the weapon and that he allowed himself artistic freedom. The Anubis Army, the exterior of the temples, as well as Cairo and large parts of London were animated on a computer.
King Scorpio was also created digitally. So only Dwayne Johnson's facial features were transferred to the figure. Mummy Returns was also released in 2001 as video games on Playstation 2 and Game Boy Color. In the game, however, the end is open: the player can choose between Rick and Imhotep as
characters. If you win a game like Rick, the end of the movie will appear. However, if the game is won as Imhotep, Imhotep gains control of King Scorpio's army and conquers the world. The Film Award has been nominated four times for the Saturn Award: Best Fantasy Film, Best Young Actor (Freddie
Boate), Best Special Effects and Best Makeup. Alan Silvestris Music was awarded the ASCAP Film and Television Music Award. Dwayne Scalia Johnson won the Teen Choice Award. The second part was again very popular in Germany and, like the first part, received the Golden Screen and the Bohmi
Prize in Gold. The film has been nominated eight more times for various film awards. The sequel to The Scorpion King Prequel was also filmed in 2002 under Chuck Russell and a script by Stephen Sommer with spin-off prequel The Scorpion King. Mateus, the name of the King of Scorpio, is not
mentioned in The Mummy Returns and appears only in this new film. Its prehistory The Scorpion King 2: Rise of a Warrior is a direct production of the DVD and was released on August 19, 2008 in the United States, August 28, 2008 in Germany. Here, however, Dwayne Johnson has been replaced by
Michael Coupon as Mata'aus. The mummy series continued in August 2008 with the film The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor. Web link Mummy returns to the internet movie database Mummy returns to Rotten Tomatoes Mummy returns to Metacritic. RTL 2 in the afternoon - FSK 12, ORF 1 in the
afternoon - FSK 12 from Mummy returns Schnittberichte.com one proof . Youth Media Commission. In German sync, it's 6,000 years old. in German Synchronkartei - Reviews of Rotten Tomatoes - Scott Weinberg's Criticism - Mummy returns. A: Lexicon of international cinema. Film Service, quoted March
2, 2017. Template:LdiF/Maintenance/Access Used . Editing report: The Mummy returns access august 3, 2008 . Cost overview . The Adventures of Hic Finn | Jungle Book | Oktalus - Death from the Deep | The Mummy | Mummy Returns | Van Gelsing | G.I. Joe - Cobra Secret Order | Odd Thomas
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